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About This Content

The Story

Uncertain of how Sophia will be able to use Doctor Gray's affinity stealing rod to take away the Emperor's mind control powers,
without herself falling under his spell, Cassandra has sent out Tattered Flag members to search for any possible solution to this

conundrum.

In the far North of the sprawling Ash Forest lies 'The Warren', formally known as Filgellin. It is ruled by a small group of
people that, the local townsfolk, call vampires. Once normal people who fell sick with the ash blight, they died... but there story
did not end there. There bodies did not decay and many years after their deaths they rose again, all their past affinities lost but

with new, powerful ones, and a thirst for human blood.

As one of the strongest supporters of the Empire it was assumed that they too were under the control of the Emperor but
according to Tattered Flag spies they have refused several of his summons to join his army, preferring to stay in the dark Ash

Forest, even though the Emperor visited them personally.

If they are able to resist his mind control then perhaps there secret can be discovered, and perhaps Sophia will finally be able to
directly challenge the Emperor without falling under his control.
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Features

  * A new quest taking place in The Warren, one of the Twelve Duchies ruled by vampires.
  * A trainable, upgradeable, soul-pet that will journey with you throughout the land and beyond.

  * A new story and enemies.
  * New weapons and armour.
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